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EQUINE STRAIN BREEDING IN ARABIA

By LADY WENTWORTH

T
can

HE idea that the special strain of an

Arab horse be known by its

conformation , and that experts can

pick strains out at sight, is a fallacy often

repeated . It has been seriously revived

lately by Mr. C. Raswan, a German , formerly

known as Carl Rheinhardt Schmidt, who is

conducting a Press campaign in the United

States against the Managhi and Jilfan strains

on the false ground that the former is universally

coarse -headed , angular and raw-boned , and the

latter coarse-headed , coarse - coated and very

common , and he also gives certain character

istic traits for Kehilan Ajuz , treating it as a

strain , and saying it must not be mated to

certain other strains.

Now this is pure moonshine, and is equiva

lent to saying that no thoroughbred should be

mated to the Matchem , Herod, or other strain .

The term " Kehilan ” does not mean a strain ,

but is the generic term for the whole Arabian

breed . It is the exact counterpart of our term

“ thoroughbred ,” which is a literal translation

of it , applied to our early racehorses by their

importers. It is therefore, as I said , nonsense

to argue that any strain should never be crossed

with Kehilan, because all strains are Kehilan,

even where the word has been dropped in com

mon use as in Dahman, Shahwan, and Hadban .

In other strains it is still used , as Kehilan

Jellabi , Kehilan Rodan, Kehilan Musenneh , etc.

The Arabs recognised the value of the dam

thousands of years before Bruce Lowe applied it

to thoroughbreds, but neither in thoroughbreds

nor in Arabs can the bottom line of a pedigree

be a predominant factor unless often repeated

in the tabulated pedigree taken in bulk . It is

very useful as a label of identification , but a

horse may be of the tap root, Seglawi , for

instance, but in blood 11 to 4 of other strains

in the first few generations. I have emphasised

this in order to demonstrate the absurdity of

attaching a fixed conformation to a horse of

any named strain beyond the conformation

essential to all strains of pure -bred Arabians.

This , however, must not be understood to

mean that no value is to be attached to strain

names, and I am dismayed to find that since

my first bookwas published the Arabian Horse

Club of America has discarded all strain names

and its Stud Book is published without a single

identification either of tribal ownership or

district, which is really disastrous, and opens

the door to the admission for registration of

horses whose history is already too vague.

A dealer has only to say his horse is “ Kehilan "

without having to substantiate it by any details

—which the unscrupulous will find very con

venient !

Arab breeders have always attached

importance to strain names, not because they

necessarily mean an exclusive preponderance

of the strain the name of which the mare bears,

but because they do mean that there is direct

descent on the mare's side from some celebrated

tap root . It may be the only record of some

famous owner, or place, or performance, because,

just as some racehorse studs excel in producing

winners in England , so some Arab tribes or

owners using the same blood , excel in producing

selected stock by good individual judgment or

tradition , whereas others let their same stock

degenerate either from lack of judgment or

because their best individual mares have been

taken in war.

A Nejd Bedouin when told a horse is

Kehilan ( i.e. , thoroughbred ) always asks ,

“ Kehilan of what ? " or " where ? ” or “ whose

Kehilan ? ” and would certainly not be con

vinced or satisfied by the information that a

horse is vaguely " pure bred .” He wants to

know more about it than that, otherwise he

would reject it as a fraud . Kehilan Rodan, for

instance, was especially valued as indicating

that the animal was descended in direct line

from the famous breeder Ibn Rodan of the A JILFAN HORSE

Roala tribe, and the Seglawis of Ibn ed Derri

were also famous as going back to one of three Arabian is no new acquisition of the third

brothers Jedran, Obeyr and el Abd. Each had century A.D. in Arabia, as assumed by Ridge

the same blood , but Jedran became the most way. It has from the dawn of history gone by

famous and el Abd was not so successful. The that name of Kehilan Ajuz (the Old Thorough

Seglawis of Ibn Soudan became especially bred ) and the M.S. Arabic pedigrees of Sultan el

famous because Ibn Soudan was a great judge Naseri (the great racehorse breeder of the

of horses and bought up some famous mares. thirteenth century) have recorded named horses

It will be found everywhere in every breed that going back , as I have said , to some 5,000 years

certain owners have a gift for selection and are from our present era to the wild stock of Yemen ,

successful , while others fail even when starting a stallion and mare called Hoshaba and Baz

with the same material . We must, therefore, reclaimed by Baz, great-grandson of Shem , son

never lose touch with the strain names, or we of Noah . We have also the earliest known repre

shall have unscrupulous traders sheltering sentation of a ridden horse obviously Arabian

themselves in an increasing fog of generalities. —in a statuette of about 2000 B.C. found in

Summing up again, no strain name, as Egypt, and now in the New York Museum.

such, can possibly represent a type universally There are Syrian riders on strongly Arabian

tall, short, angular, beautiful, coarse-headed , horses in the Egyptian representations of Seti's

speedy, long -necked or anything else . The bulk and Rameses's battles against the tribes about

of the pedigree might or might not be full of 1500 B.C. , and the ancient rock carvings of

other strains. A Managhieh mare might be central Arabia , showinghorsemencarryingspears,

full of Seglawi blood on the male side, hence accompanied by script translated by Professor

the folly of speaking of the " Managhi type," Littman, contain the names of horses and the

and still more of condemning the strain or that word " filly " under a picture of one, together

of Jilfan as coarse -headed , angular, or com- with undoubted evidence of the ownership of

mon ." The G.S.B. would not, and certainly horses . The Assyrians also captured herds of

does not, accept for registration a horse merely horses from North Arabia long before Christ.

described as “ thoroughbred ," and surely our King Solomon traded in them from Saba Coa,

Arab breeders are not going to be more lax in located by Lady Anne Blunt as in Central

their methods, considering that they pre- Arabia near Dereyeh , and they are shown in

sumably set out to preserve a breed which has profusion on the Egyptian rock records. The

been more jealously guarded from careless capture of numberless mares is recorded in the

breeding in its own country than any other history of the campaigns of Seti against the

breed since the days of the Flood . We should Syrians, the Kheta and the “ Vile Naharina,"

cling to every possible link with the past. details of which will be found in Thoroughbred

It is most important to remember that the Racing Stock .

TERHAN, A MANAGHISTALLION BRED AT LADY WENTWORTH'S STUD . AT CRABBET PARK , POUND HILL, SUSSEX.

(Right) THE DARLEY ARABIAN , OF THE MANAGHI STRAIN. From a lithograph of the picture by J. Sartorius, Senior
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Recurring to Mr. Raswan's condemnation

of Managhi (which he spells Muniqui, spelling

being somewhat phonetic according to taste , but

Lady Anne Blunt used Managhi as the nearest

to English lettering) a bad photograph of a mare

called Feluka, bred by Lady Anne , is being

circulated in the United States to prove his

contention of a common , horrible , coarse head

and breeding , and a “ solitary instance of a

coarse daughter of Mesaoud ," a famous

Crabbet sire. Nothing could be further from

fact . We all know the distorted caricatures bad

photography can make of our handsomest

features and horses are no exception . Feluka was

a lovely mare , and so were her daughters ,

Fasiha and Fejr, while her grand-daughter Fara

sin and another Managhieh mare werepurchased

by Mr. Raswan himself as agent for Mr. Kellogg

at no less than £ 3,000 . I may also remind

readers that the world's most celebrated stallion ,

the Darley Arabian , was a Managhi of perfect

type.

A straight or plain head may occur occas

ionally as a freak in any strain, but all strains

can be interbred so long as strict attention is

paid to the perfect type which is (or should be)

typical of them all .

Whatever the strain , and however pure, no

one should breed from an individual which has

diverged from this classic model , and no one interpretation of certain Arabic words. In this

should be misled by foolish talk of any strain connection it is useful to remember that “ Carl

having special conformation . (or Aziz) Raswan " is an assumed name, adopted ,

The Jilfan strain, also held up to obloquy in fact , from one of my horses . In 1936 he was

by Mr. Raswan, is represented in England by known by what he told me was his real name,

Azym, a horse with a lovely head . A glance at Karl Rheinhardt Schmidt . The oriental name

his pedigree is interesting . In four generations may therefore be misleading , as suggesting a

he has 18 repeats of Seglawi to four of Jilfan , racial authority which he does not possess .

and the rest is made up of three Abeyan, three Sayyid Abdul Razaak Hassan, Govern

Kehilan Rodan , one Dahman and two Ham- ment Veterinary Officer in Irak , recently read

dan . It is therefore quite obvious that Jilfan a paper at a meeting of the Irak Veterinary

blood is completely overwhelmed , and it would Association, in which he drew attention to Mr.

be ridiculous to say that the horse could be Raswan's errors . He said : “ This new theory

picked out at sight by Mr. Raswan or by anyone of dividing the strains into three types is, in

else as a coarse -headed Jilfan and must belong my opinion , absolutely incorrect and rather

to its fixed Jilfan type if such a thing existed, absurd . It is scientifically wrong because as

which it does not . ( His ability to distinguish we know, the sire transmits his characteristics

strains is not reinforced , by the way, by his to his progeny. Notwithstanding this fact , the

having published a photograph of Maniel-a Arabian horse gets the name of his breed

well-known Jellabi horse -- as a typical Seg- (strain ) through the dam's line only , without

lawi . ) The strain name of Azym , being Jilfan , consideration to the strain of his sire . Thus a

is, however, valuable as identifying his dam's horse is considered a Seglawi if his dam is

direct descent from the horses of Ibn Jeddah . Seglawieh , no matter if his sire is Hadban or

I note also with considerable surprise that of any other strain . Experience does not

Mr. Raswan , in a recent article in the Journal justify this classification . It is impossible to

of Near Eastern Studies , evidently sets himself distinguish the strains of the Arab horses by

up to know better than the Grand Mufti of their shape and other characteristics ."

Egypt, head of the Azhar University, and Lady The accompanying photographs illustrate

Anne Blunt, contradicting them both on their horses of the Managhi and Jilfan strains .

A Golf Commentary by

BERNARD DARWINPUTTERS OF THE PAST

T'
\HIS is a time of year at which I should

normally be writing in ecstatic anticipa

tion of the President's Putter at Rye .

In fact there can be no Putter this January for

the poor club-house was wrecked by a flying

bomb and the first half of the course had to go

out of commission during the war-time . It was

wholly unthinkable to play the tournament
anywhere else than at its traditional home ; so

the Society must wait yet another year, until

January 1947 , and is meanwhile goingto content

itself with a single day of reunion at Woking ,

when nothing more competitive than the friend

liest and most casual of foursomes will be

played . Still I cannot for the life of me refrain

from thinking of Rye at this season and must

treat myself, if not to looking forward , then to

a little looking back .

* * *

* * *

Of all the great courses in this country I

suppose Rye is the least well known . It has

the warmest of devotees , but for the golfing

world in general there hangs around it a certain

air of esoteric mystery . This is largely because

it never has been , and please Heaven , never

will be , the scene of what is to -day referred to

as " big " golf . It has no ambition for it and is

not geographically suited to it , two facts for

which its lovers can never be too grateful .

But it is a great course for all that ; let there

be no sort of doubt about that. I am disposed

to think , nay I feel almost sure that in point

of severe grandeur it is greater now than ever

before, since , a little while before the war,

changes had to be made on a large scale there

in order to get away from the road to Camber.

After an absence of seven years , however, I feel

just a little dim about those new holes , and my

memories still cling to the old outgoing nine .

It is them that I see in my mind's eye now and

I see them particularly with the shades of a

Winter evening drawing in and with one or two

couples playing a nineteenth or a twentieth hole

and wondering whether one will beat the other

before total darkness comes down on them .

That too brief daylight has been one of the

disadvantages of holding a tournament in

January , an act which must seem to the outer

world sheer mid-Winter madness . Yet it has

so far, at least, proved one of the sanest de

cisions ever taken , for it has made of the tourna

ment something sui generis, with no rival

attractions to lure players elsewhere , a unique

and charming little break in the arid waste of

Winter. And it must be added that Fortune has

favoured our bravery and been wonderfully kind

in the matter of weather. Save for one year in

which we mistakenly chose a balmier season, we

have played in January every year from 1920

to 1939 and the elements have never prevented

us from playing so much as a single hole . True,

in one year, 1926 , the two finalists, Roger skipped like a young ram when it pitched .

Wethered and Eustace Storey, had to stop at Nevertheless he stopped a pitch stone dead by

the twenty-fourth hole because they could not the hole from behind the hollow beyond the

see to go any farther, but if people will go on home green and for pure conjuring skill I have

obstinately halving, what is to be done ? We yet to see that stroke equalled .

have had the snow melt by magic on the after- At that last hole too I seem to see a brassey

noon before we began ; we have had two frosty shot hit right up to the pin against the wind by

years ; we have had storms of wind and icy John Beck , when his enemy wasone up , a most

rain and such gathering of snow clouds in the gallant and tremendous shot . Then from the

sky that it seemed that only a miracle could old seventeenth , a mild and poor hole now

save us . But the miracle has always been forth- abolished , there comes the memory of a shot

coming of Roger Wethered's which likewise comes under

As I look at the list of winners for those the head of conjuring. This was in a semi- final,

twenty years it seems to me a satisfactory one, against J. C. S. Maughan, unless my wits have

with no very conspicuous gaps in it : on the left me, and Roger had pushed his drive out

whole a highly respectableand representative into the rutty road on the right . The ball lay

assembly . The inscription of the winner's medal badly and in such a way that it seemed possible

is “ Primus inter pares ,” which Arthur Croome to get it out only straight ahead and not in the

translated “ He was rather lucky to win .” I am direction of the green . There was a violent

the very last person in the world to deny the explosion and the ball was seen heading straight

truth of that rendering, but I regard myself as for the flag near which it finished . How he

the exception to prove the rule that the list is managed to get the distance, which must have

a good list . I should like to see the name of been seventy or eighty yards , and the hook ,

R. H. de Montmorency on it , but the tournament which appeared contrary to the laws of Nature ,

was founded just a little too late for him when I do not know . It was, I think, the greatest

he had, with the inevitable years, ceased to be recovering shot I ever saw .

invincible over Rye. Rex Hartley's is another

name that might be there . There was for long
I cannot deny that I also connect that

one deplorable gap but that has been put to hole with a shot ofmy own in my solitary final,

rights , to the general joy, and against the year
which was a good shot though I was lucky to

1938 we can now read the name of C. J. H. have the chance of playing it . I was away to
Tolley. Two names dominate the list , E. W. H.

the right of the green to which my opponent
Holderness and R. H. Wethered . Each appears

had played a notably good second ; two bunkers

as a winner five times , and I take leave to think were in my path, but between them there ran a

that in each case this represents one of the most
tiny track of safety and along it I played a horrid

distinguished achievements of those two highly little scuffle, with a horrid little crook -necked

distinguished players. Nobody else has suc mashie, which ended two inches from the hole . I

ceeded in winning more than once and of them
think it must have been rather a good shot

I do not think that a single one would barter
because my adversary , the late 0. C. Bristowe,

his victory for any other save for that in a
used to remark for years afterwards in the

championship. On that course, in that weather, friendliest way that he should like to break that
and out of that field , the Putter takes some

little mashie . Anyhow , if nobody else remembers
winning .

the shot, as is highly probable, I do and with

the most grateful emotion. The mashie is so
Out of the matches of twenty years I short in the shaft that I cannot now stoop

ought surely to be able to recall all manner of low enough to get down to it , but it is en

great shots and yet I find my memory strangely joying a leisurely and dignified old age in a
capricious and all too vague . The Holderness cupboard .

and Tolley final of 1923 sticks in my head as a With that egotistical memory I must say

great one, ending at the home hole, but the good-bye to Rye , but not I hope for long . Of

individual strokes have vanished . I all the places I have not seen for seven years

Wethered and Storey play all those extra holes there is none that I more keenly want to see

in 1926 ; indeed it was I who suggested to them again . I am sure I must have pointed out

that it was really getting a little dark , a notion before that the most beloved courses have

that had not occurred to them before ; but beloved junctions leading to them , ante
exactly how they played them I do not now chapels , as it were, leading to the inner

know . I recall a truly amazing shot by Sir shrine . Minster, Leuchars, Dovey Junction,
Harold Gillies in the year he won , 1925. That -Birkenhead Park — those are some of them ,

was in the semi-final; the ground was frozen and there must certainly be added " Ashford

as hard as a brick ; the ball rattled on the green -change for Ham Street, Appledore and

as on the billiards table in a village hall ; it Rye. ”

saw


